According to predictive coding theory, perception emerges through the interplay of neural circuits 33 that generate top-down predictions about environmental statistical regularities and those that 34 generate bottom-up error signals to sensory deviations. Prediction error signals are hierarchically 35 organized from subcortical structures to the auditory cortex. Beyond the auditory cortex, the 36 prefrontal cortices integrate error signals to update prediction models. Here, we recorded neuronal 37 activity in the medial prefrontal cortex of the anesthetized rat while presenting oddball and control 38 stimulus sequences, designed to separate prediction errors from repetition suppression effects of 39 mismatch responses. Robust mismatch signals were mostly due to prediction errors. The encoding of 40 a regularity representation and the repetition suppression effect over the course of repeated stimuli 41 were fast. Medial prefrontal cells encode stronger prediction errors than lower levels in the auditory 42 hierarchy. These neurons may, therefore, represent the neuronal basis of a fundamental mechanism 43 of hierarchical inference. 44 45 46 Keywords: auditory processing, predictive coding, prediction error, mismatch negativity, medial 47 prefrontal cortex, anaesthesia, neuronal activity 48 49 3 50 51 100 unpredictable deviations from the auditory background. These cells may, therefore, represent the 101 neuronal basis of predictive activity in FCs. 102 103 104
As a fundamental mechanism for survival, organisms must constantly extract regular patterns of 54 sensory input and use that information to form predictions about future input to rapidly detect the mismatch signals into RS and PE 14 . We found robust mismatch signals that were explained by 99 maximal indices of PE across the mPFC. Our findings support the notion that mPFC neurons detect 7 138 Fig. 1 . Experimental design. a Stimulation paradigms were generated by selecting 10 pure tones, spaced by 0.5 octaves, 139 for each multiunit. Among the 10 tones, a target tone fi (i=1-10; highlighted in color) was part of an oddball ascending or 140 descending sequence as a deviant or standard stimulus (left column). Deviant events were presented in a pseudo-random 141 fashion with a minimum separation of three standard events. Two conditions controlled for the repetition suppression 142 effect exerted over the target tone: cascade and many-standards sequences (right column). The many-standards sequence 143 comprises the random presentation of the 10 tones, and thus, the target tone is unpredictable. In the cascade sequences, 144 the 10 tones are presented in a regular succession of ascending or descending frequency, making the target tone 145 completely predictable. Responses to deviant events are compared to frequency-matching tones presented as the last 146 standard event (i.e., the standard preceding a deviant tone), the many-standards control, and the corresponding cascade 
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Ascending and descending denote whether the target tone's frequency was lower or higher than the previous tone, Neurons in mPFC show maximal levels of prediction error signals. 183 To interpret neuronal responses within the predictive coding framework, we presented the oddball 184 paradigm and control sequences to estimate the contribution of RS and PE to mismatch signals in all 185 mPFC fields. For each pure tone tested, we calculated baseline-corrected spike counts in the time 186 window between 100 to 600 ms after stimulus onset. To allow comparisons across the neuronal 187 population, we normalized the neuronal responses using Euclidean vector normalization to the three 188 conditions, deviant, standard, and controls (either cascade or many-standards). At the population 189 level, deviant stimuli evoked the most robust neuronal discharges in the four fields of the mPFC, 190 being nearly maximum as compared to other conditions ( Table 1 , Fig. 4a ). The median evoked firing 191 rate in response to the deviant stimuli was significantly larger than that to the standard, many-192 standards and cascade conditions; and all but the deviant condition were not significantly different 193 from each other (within-field multiple comparisons Friedman test; Table 1 ). Hence, the distribution 194 of spike counts in response to deviant frequencies did not overlap with the remaining conditions, 195 while the distributions of responses to cascade, many-standards, and standard frequencies largely 196 overlapped ( Fig. 4a ).
198
Neurophysiological responses to many-standards and cascade sequences were not statistically 199 different from each other within each field (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Table 1 ) or considering the 200 whole population sample (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 384 tested frequencies, z = −0.512, p = 201 0.609). Differences between the responses to deviant and standard stimuli with both controls also 202 yielded similar results (Table 1) . Therefore, in the following, we will report only analyses obtained 203 under the cascade control because this sequence not only controls for the presentation rate, as the 204 many-standards condition does, but also for the refractoriness of the response and RS effects due to 205 the predictability of cascade tones (see Methods) 30 . normalized responses of all frequencies tested as each condition (AGm, n = 132; ACC, n = 90; PL, n = 81; and IL, n = 81 209 frequencies). Colored dots represent sample points of each measured firing rate. Box plots are shown in black, with white 210 dots denoting the population median. In all fields, deviant responses are significantly larger than both controls and 211 standard responses, which were equivalent. b Histograms represent distributions of the three indexes that were computed 212 as response differences between pairs of stimulus conditions shown in a (deviant, standard and cascade control). Solid
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black lines indicate medians. The iRS is close to zero and virtually negligible in all fields; this indicates that the large 214 iMM values are almost exclusively due to the contribution of the high iPEs in the mPFC. a-b Statistical significance 215 denoted as n.s. (non-significant) and *** (p < 0.001), within-field multiple comparisons Friedman test (see Table 1 ).
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We computed the index of neuronal mismatch (iMM = deviantstandard), which is the classical 220 difference between the standard and deviant tone in the oddball paradigm and equivalent to the 221 classic stimulus-specific adaptation index 14 . Importantly, this design allows decomposing the 222 neuronal mismatch into two fundamental signals under a predictive coding framework, namely, RS 223 and PE. The index of repetition suppression (iRS = controlstandard) measures the response 224 decrease from the control condition to the standard condition, which is due to repetition effects 31 .
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The index of prediction error (iPE = deviantcontrol) denotes the relative response increase from 226 the control condition to the deviant condition, which represents the error signal generated when a 227 prediction is inaccurate 13,30 . The iMM revealed values close to the index maximum and was 228 significantly larger than zero in all the mPFC fields (within-field multiple comparisons Friedman 229 test, Table 1 , Fig. 4b ). More remarkably, all these robust mismatch signals were due to strong and 230 highly significant PE signals, because RS signals were absent and not significant in any field; iRS of 231 most tested frequencies were centered around zero with very few extreme positive or negative values 232 ( Fig. 4b ). By contrast, the distribution of the iPE and iMM per frequency tone showed that the 233 majority of the values were skewed towards the largest values ( Fig. 4b ). These effects were largely 234 independent of recording location in the mPFC. The median iPE and iMM were slightly larger in the 235 PL than the ACC, whereas all the other paired comparisons between fields did not significantly differ Wilcoxon rank-sum test iPE: p=0.129, iRS: p=0.585, iMM: p=0.062). These findings strongly 247 support the conclusion that the classically measured signals of mismatch in the mPFC are mostly due 248 to PE signals at the neuronal level.
250
The temporal dynamics of mismatch and prediction error signals coincide in time. 251 To identify the overall response pattern of each mPFC field, we computed the population temporal 252 dynamics of the average firing rate as normalized spike-density functions (SDF; Fig. 5a ). The 253 neuronal firing rate was very similar between cascade and many-standards controls in all the fields at 254 any time point. The responses to cascade and many-standards tones showed a regular increase and 255 decrease in amplitude during the sequence that suggests an encoding of temporal predictability of the 256 consecutive presented tones ( Fig. 5a , see also Fig. 1 ). Consistently among fields, ~200 to 700 ms 257 after stimulus onset, the population presented a stronger firing for the deviant condition than the 258 cascade, many-standards, and standard conditions. Neurons in mPFC showed a robust firing to 259 deviant events, spanning up to the next tone ( Fig. 5a ). To analyze the emergence of predictive signals 260 around stimulus presentation within each field, we computed the average iPE and iMM for each (Fig. 5b ). We tested the indices for significance against zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, FDR-263 corrected for 35 comparisons, p < 0.05). iPE signals started to be significantly different from 0 at 264 120 ms in the PL, followed by the IL at 140 ms and later in the AGm and ACC at 180 ms from 265 stimulus onset ( Fig. 5b ). In all mPFC areas, iPE signals exceeded half of the index maximum for a 266 sustained length, ~180 to 640 ms. Only one iPE was slightly higher than the iMM at 260-280 ms In order to analyze the variability of latencies within the population response, we plotted the SDF per 274 tested frequency tone with heat maps for each sound condition and field ( Fig. 5c ). Deviant events 275 were the condition with the largest number of sound-evoked responses (86.2% of the tested tones).
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Therefore, latencies were assessed as the timing of SDF maxima in an analysis window between 100 277 and 700 ms relative to the onset of the deviant response and then, progressively sorted as increasing 278 time of maximum firing ( Fig. 5c ). SDF to identical frequency tones in the cascade and standard 279 conditions preserved the same ordering in the heat maps as deviant tones. However, SDFs to 280 standard and cascade conditions were generally weak or even absent, and thus, distinct peaks of 281 maximum firing are unclear in their corresponding heat maps ( Fig. 5c ). In the mPFC population, 282 latencies of maximum firing rates to deviant events varied notably among frequencies and were 283 uniformly distributed within each field ( Fig. 5c ). Median latencies were significantly later in the PL Fast time course of the repetition suppression effect to predictable auditory input. 310 In order to explore the dynamics of adaptation or RS effect to repetitive stimuli over time, we 311 averaged the responses to deviant, standard, and cascade stimuli across recordings for every trial 312 number within the sequence. Thus, we averaged firing rates at their absolute position within the 313 sequence and generated the time course of responses from the beginning of the sequence within each 314 field ( Fig. 6a ). The variability of deviant, many-standards and cascade responses in all fields was 315 minimally explained with the tested models (linear, exponential, double exponential, inverse 316 polynomial, and power-law models; adjusted r 2 < 0.15). Within these conditions, two tones were 317 never repeated and did not undergo the same influence of the repetitive effect as standard events. By Strong responses to unpredictable sounds under a regular context of silence. 356 We studied the effect of yet another type of regular stimulation context on the PE signals generated Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 1 In this study, we recorded neuronal activity while presenting an oddball stimulus paradigm across all 375 mPFC fields in the anesthetized rat. Neurons in mPFC showed robust neuronal mismatch signals to 376 unpredictable events. We performed a quantitative separation of neuronal mismatch signals into PE 377 and RS components with the cascade and many-standard control sequences as we did previously at 378 lower levels of the auditory hierarchy 14 . We found that maximal iMMs are almost exclusively due to 379 iPEs. We also verified that this PE mechanism generalizes to multiple frequency sounds within the 380 same neurons. At the population level, we observed a delay period of sustained activity beyond the 381 presentation of deviant events, which may represent a time window that eliminates PEs 382 progressively. Importantly, we found that RS over repeated stimuli was extremely fast, such that 383 only two repetitions of the standard tone suffice to encode a regularity representation. The fact that 384 this generative system of PE signals is present in urethane-anesthetized rats, in the absence of 385 behavioral relevance or wakefulness, suggests the mechanism of hierarchical inference as a 386 fundamental process of the rat mPFC.
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In the rat mPFC, we found maximal iMMs, which were disentangled into maximal iPEs and non-389 significant iRSs using two controls, the many-standards and cascade sequences 30, 35 . These indices 390 were computed with robust responses to oddball deviant events and minimal responses to standard 391 and control events. The many-standards and cascade sequences were analogously encoded in the 392 mPFC as it was also shown in human FCs 36 . Both controls are probably processed as sequences 393 where alternation is more likely than repetition [36] [37] [38] . Previous studies using suitable and similar 394 controls to separate frontal mismatch signals into PE and RS were limited to the mesoscopic network 395 level. LFP recordings in the awake rat showed stronger responses to deviant than to many-standards 396 stimuli 27,28 . A recent study demonstrated specific responses to deviant stimuli and not to the many- Our findings under urethane-anesthesia, in the absence of attention or reward-related behavior, 431 suggest that the mechanism of hierarchical inference is a fundamental process of the rat mPFC.
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Using the same methodological approach, we recently showed slightly higher iPEs in the awake state Fig. 7 ) 14 . In other words, responses to 440 our predictable events will be "filtered out" at lower levels of the hierarchy such as ACs to prevent 441 their arrival at a higher cortical processing level, i.e., mPFC. By contrast, deviations from 442 expectations that cannot be explained in lower levels will be forwarded to the mPFC and registered 443 as robust iPEs (Fig. 7) 10,32 . Hence, the rat mPFC acts as a higher level in the hierarchy and PE are 444 propagated in a bottom-up fashion from the AC to PFC as also suggested by human data 19,22,23,50 and 445 that from macaques 25 , and in support of the predictive coding framework 10,11,51 . Our results provide a 446 link of empirical auditory evidence at the cellular level for the predictive coding theory between 447 animal models and humans. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that demonstrates robust mismatch responses and 502 predictive activity independent from attention at the neuronal level in FCs. Our findings unify 503 previous evidence for predictive coding based on cognitive neuroscience and neuronal physiology 504 and provide an incentive for future studies to discover how these neurons interact in microcircuits to 505 generate sensory predictions. Animals were artificially ventilated through a tracheal cannula with monitored expiratory [CO2] and 527 accommodated in a stereotaxic frame with hollow specula to facilitate direct sound delivery to the 528 ears. Rectal temperature was maintained at ~37 ºC with a homeothermic blanket system (Cibertec). 529 We surgically exposed bregma by making an incision in the scalp at the midline and retracting the 530 periosteum. A craniotomy of ~3 mm in diameter was performed above the left mPFC and the dura 531 was removed. 532 533 Neurophysiological recordings. 534 We recorded neuronal activity to look for evidence of predictive coding signals under acoustic dorsoventrally. Therefore, we covered the four fields of the mPFC and various cortical layers (II-VI). 541 We performed extracellular neurophysiological recordings with glass-coated tungsten 542 microelectrodes (1.4-3.5 MΩ impedance at 1 kHz). We used a piezoelectric micromanipulator 543 (Sensapex) to advance a single electrode and measure the penetration depth. We visualized Histological procedures and verification of recording sites. 553 The neuroanatomical location of the recording tracts was marked with electrolytic lesions. Post-554 mortem brains were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline and cryoprotected 555 in 30% sucrose. 40 µm sections were cut in the coronal plane with a freezing microtome and Nissl-556 stained with 0.1% cresyl violet to visualize cytoarchitectural landmarks. Histological assessment of 557 the electrolytic lesions to any of the fields of the mPFC was processed blindly to each animal history.
558
Multiunits locations were assigned to AGm, AC, PL or IL within a rat brain atlas, accordingly with 559 the histological verification and the stereotaxic coordinates in the three axes of recording tracts 68 . The sound stimuli were generated using the RZ6 Multi I/O Processor (TDT) and custom software 563 programmed with OpenEx Suite (TDT) and MATLAB. Sounds were presented monaurally in a 564 close-field condition to the ear contralateral to the left mPFC, through a speaker. We calibrated the 565 speaker to ensure a flat spectrum up to ~73 dB SPL between 0.5 and 44 kHz, and the second and 566 third signal harmonics were at least 40 dB lower than the fundamental at the loudest output level.
568
Trains of white noise bursts of 75 ms duration with 5 ms onset and offset ramps were presented to 569 search for neurophysiological responses to acoustic stimuli. While searching, sound presentation rate 570 and intensity were modified online to prevent strong response adaptation. All experimental 571 paradigms consisted of pure tones of 75 ms duration with 5 ms onset and offset ramps at a 572 presentation rate of 2 Hz. To identify neurons suitable for recording, we computed their frequency-573 response area or receptive field, which consisted of tones of various frequency and intensity 574 combinations that ranged from 1 to 44 kHz (in 4-6 frequency steps/octave) and 0 to 70 dBs (10 dB 575 steps) and were presented randomly with 1-3 repetitions per tone. We found sound-driven 576 multiunits, but neurons in the mPFC did not show clear auditory receptive fields for pure tones.
577
Thus, for each multiunit, we selected tones within the audible range to generate control sequences 578 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Control sequences consisted of 10 tones evenly spaced by 0.5 octaves 579 delivered at a fixed sound intensity for the same multiunit and varied among multiunits. Among 580 those 10 tones, we selected pairs of consecutive frequencies to generate oddball sequences. Both 581 control and oddball sequences lasted 400 tones with a 500 ms interstimulus interval (2 Hz). Each 582 target or studied tone of a specific frequency was presented as a deviant or standard condition within 583 an oddball paradigm, as well as part of the many-standards and cascade control sequences. This 584 approach allowed comparing the same physical stimuli within various stimulations contexts. We 585 presented the sequences in a random fashion, with periods of ~12 mins of silence between sequences 586 to minimize long-term habituation effects 69 .
588
We used the oddball paradigm to find neuronal evidence of predictive coding signals to the violation 589 of regularity rules. Oddball sequences consisted of frequently repeating stimuli (standard tones) 590 presented with a 90% probability, which were pseudo-randomly interleaved with rare events (deviant 591 tones) occurring with a 10% probability (Fig. 1a) . Sequences started with a minimum of 10 592 repetitions of standard stimuli, and a minimum of 3 standard events separated deviant tones. We 593 classified deviant sounds as ascending or descending depending on whether the frequency of the 594 standard tone was lower or higher, respectively (Fig. 1a ).
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We generated the many-standards and cascade controls as sequences with 10 tones in a different 597 presentation order to account for the contribution of RS effect of mismatch signals exerted to the 598 target tone. Thus, we can identify the remaining part of the mismatch signal that is not explained by 599 the RS effect as the PE signal (Fig. 1b) . Both sequences control for the presentation rate because they 600 were delivered at the same rate than the oddball paradigm. The many-standards control is the 601 consecutive presentation of blocks of 10 tones randomly ordered within the block (Fig. 1a) 35 . The 602 target tone was among those ten tones and presented at the same ratio as the deviant condition. The 603 frequency separation (in octaves) between the tones in the many-standards sequence was equal to the 604 separation between deviant and standard in the oddball sequence. The target tone is unpredictable in 605 both oddball and many-standards sequences. The many-standards control cannot establish a 606 prediction or internal rule as the oddball paradigm because an unpredictable sequence of tones 607 replaces the repetition of standard tones. Therefore, the many-standards control cannot account 608 precisely for the undergone RS effect during the oddball sequence.
610
We also used two cascade control sequences, which consist of the regular presentation of 10 tones 611 (the same as in the many-standards sequence) in ascending or descending frequency succession ( Fig.   612 1a) 30 . PE signals to the target tone are minimized in the cascade sequence because it is embedded in 613 a predictable context, which conforms the internal representation rule and undergoes a RS effect.
614
Ascending and descending deviant targets were compared with the corresponding ascending and 615 descending cascade paradigms. Thereby, we controlled for the state of refractoriness and pitch 616 gliding effects that the preceding tone could exert over the target stimulus. In sum, the cascade 617 sequence makes a more rigorous control (for review 13 ).
618
After controlling for RS effects on target tones, we studied the effect of yet another type of regular 619 stimulation context on the PE signals generated by deviant events. Accordingly, in a subset of the 620 recorded multiunits, we presented the deviant-alone paradigm 70 . This paradigm consisted of the 621 same pseudo-random sequence of deviants as oddball paradigms in which all the standard tones were showed a response latency of ~150 ms with a sustained firing spanning up to the next tone ( Fig. 1c) . 640 We calculated the baseline spontaneous firing rate as the mean firing rate from 0-50 ms during the 641 tone presentation. We measured baseline-corrected spike counts as the spiking activity that exceeded 642 the firing rate of the baseline. This baseline-corrected spike count is the area above the baseline and 643 below the SDF in the period of 100-600 ms after stimulus onset. To avoid overlap of consecutive 644 tone responses, the response analysis window preserved the interstimulus interval of 500 ms and was 645 delayed 100 ms (Fig. 1c ).
647
Tested sound frequencies recorded within each multiunit that did not respond with a significant 648 enhancement from baseline to at least one of the conditions (deviant, standard, cascade or many-649 standards) were excluded from the analyses. To test for the statistical significance of the baseline-650 corrected spike count, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation, which is a probability simulation that 651 withdraws numerical values from several random samplings. We simulated 10000 PSTHs with a 652 Poisson model of a constant firing rate equivalent to the baseline spontaneous spiking activity and 653 thus, a null distribution of baseline-corrected spike counts was generated from the PSTHs. We Although the many-standards and cascade sequences controlled for RS effects to target tones, we can 659 separate the neuronal mismatch signal into RS and PE with just one control (Fig. 1b) double exponential, inverse polynomial and power-law with two or three coefficients. We used the 726 "fit" function in MATLAB that computes the confidence intervals of the fitted parameters and the 727 adjusted-r 2 , the coefficient of determination of the function fit. 
